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I recently took and passed the 70-680 this morning by using this book. I feel it is only fair to say that

it was not my only source but one of my main sources of study.I personally thought the exam in the

book was harder than the actual test. Not the chapter exams, the exam on the CD. With that being

said, I would say if you can pass the test on the CD, you can pass the actual exam. I really enjoyed



the pre-test format of the book. Each chapter began with a pre-test that would help you determine if

you should read the entire chapter, a section of the chapter or just skip to the review topics point in

the chapter. Every chapter also included a memory table with keywords that you were asked to fill

out from memory. I did that for every chapter and it really helped when I saw questions I didn't

recognize but could eliminate due to knowing exactly what a option was or what it did.I think the

most obvious question people will have about the book:Deployment section - Although I did not use

all of the commands in this book to lab for the deployment(I used CBT Nuggets and Train Signal)

the beginning ones I used were fine. As I am sure some of you know, the MS press book is riddled

with errors, so much there is an errata thread about it. I only state this because as soon as you start

using the commands from the MS press book you are met with commands that don't work. And that

adds to an extremely frustrating lab experience.In conclusion, I believe this book should definitely be

added to any study regiment when preparing for the 680 exam. With all the information in this book,

you can probably pass with this alone but I would not recommend that. These types of exams are

heavy on understanding and being able to do things.

After reading the glowing reviews of the book I placed an order for it while waiting in anticipation. I

spent about a month with the book, know it fairly well inside and out. I have done all of the exercises

on different setups (different machines, virtual environments) many times until I could almost do

them with my eyes closed. Took the test and failed by two questions. The books fault? I wouldn't

entirely blame the book and here are my reasons.As we all know the certification tests are

continuously updated. I'm sure at the time of this book's release it matched the questions on the

exam well. The exam I took demonstrated the weakness of the book I wasn't ready for: every

remote access question you will not find in the book (the areas I mention in the next few sentences

are scattered in the objectives under different categories but generally they have to deal with remote

access and management and to keep it simple I will label them as such). The exam had, literally,

almost twenty questions on BranchCache. The coverage on BranchCache in this book is extremely

small and only sufficient to answer some of the questions. Accessing remote machines with

PowerShell. PowerShell is mentioned in the book, nothing more. Questions about DirectAccess and

WinRM that were on the exam were not in the book. The only topics that were covered well enough

for the exam were the Remote Desktop Protocol and Remote Assistance.

After hearing about all the complaints with the official MS Press Self-Paced Study Guide, I decided

that I really needed to look elsewhere for a comprehensive guide for the 70-680. Actually, I



purchased both this book and the official 70-680 Training Kit since I figured you can't get too many

perspectives on this material. It seemed everywhere I turned people where talking about how hard

this exam is to pass and how poor a job the official MS Press book does at covering the material.So

here's what I did to prepare: I thoroughly read this book cover to cover and did all the exercises and

the practice exam on CD-ROM. After that I picked up the official MS Press 70-680 book and read

through a few chapters (and was able to pick out several factual errors!) and did a few of the

exercises in those chapters. Then I went through the practice exam on the included CD-ROM with

that book. Frankly, I wasn't in the mood to spend another month going through the official MS Press

book (and all its addenda!) since I was scoring pretty well on the practice exams. At that point I felt

like I knew the objectives for the 70-680 and was more or less ready to sit for the real exam.So I did

and I earned a B+ level grade the first time.I can honestly say that over 90% of the studying I did for

the exam came from this book alone. As I was going through this book I "labbed" along with it and

made sure I could do this stuff in the real world. I also watched a few of the free Professor Messer

70-680 videos online, and found those helpful.
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